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Presidential Goal, Board
Meeting Highlights
Like most presidents, I
have a goal to advance
during my term of
office . In short, it is to
increase our numbers by
motivating individual
WFSC members to
bring new collectors
into the hobby . We need
new people getting
interested in philately.
We need young people. We need retirees who
might now have time to devote to a hobby. We
need people with a variety of philatelic specialty interests .
I believe that a one-on-one campaign is the
most effective means of accomplishing this
goal. Begin by defining the pleasures you've
derived from stamp collecting, then go out and
tell someone about the source of your enjoyment. Do it perhaps by showing your collection
to a friend or neighbor. Philately just might be
something they've been looking for.
Keep in mind that philately offers more than
just your particular collecting specialty. Be

prepared to describe the myriad of facets of the
hobby : stamps, covers, postmarks, etc.; there ' s
something for everyone. I simply enjoy looking
at the beauty and uniqueness of stamps.
Another means of promoting the hobby is
by preparing a simple exhibit of your collection
and displaying it at a local stamp show or
public facility such as a library or school.
Once you've cultivated an interest, the next
step is to support that new collector by sharing
your knowledge. Bring that new collector to a
stamp club meeting, too, so other philatelists
can help in the nurturing process.

•
Fifteen WFSC officers and appointees
attended a four-hour Executive Board meeting held on Saturday, October 13 at Sun
Prairie , WI.
We heard a report of plans for WISCOPEX
'02 and learned that the Rockford Stamp Club
has been putting a lot of time and effort into
hosting the event. Mark your calendars now for
March 9-10 and a trip to Rockford, IL.
We accepted the Waukesha County Philatelic Society's gracious offer to support ATFP
by funding a page of production costs . The
sponsorship will be visible as of the January
2002 issue.
Another major ATFP matter is the initiation
of our quest for a new editor. This summer,
Karen Weigt informed us that she will retire
from her position as editor upon completion of
the December 2002 issue. She has served as
editor since January 1994 and needs not only a
break from this responsibility, but also time to
pursue other projects. Please let me, Karen, or
any other WFSC officer know if you might be
interested in taking over the editorship. We'd
like to begin the transition process well before
Karen's retirement date. If desired, this would
include activating an Editorial Advisory
Council to provide assistance to the editor
through a variety of means.
We discussed opportunities for a Wisconsin
Philatelic Hall of Fame reunion, which is
scheduled every five years and is coming up in
2002. We decided to sponsor the event in
conjunction with the U.S . Postal Service's

release of a Houdini stamp on July 3. No , we
won't be traveling to New York City, which
has been designated as the first-day site .
Instead, we Wisconsinites will do our own
thing in Appleton, the place Houdini claimed as
his hometown.
We also discussed participation in first-day
festivities that will be held for the Wisconsin
stamp that is part of the upcoming Greetings
From America issue . It is scheduled for
nationwide release on April 4, 2002, and a
ceremony will be held in Madison on that day .
We're delighted to have Jay Bigalke, a
University of Wisconsin-Madison student, on
board to lead our efforts in organizing both
stamp events. Watch for details that will
appear in ATFP. ■

WFSC Announcements
15th ANNUAL WFSC CLUB
TRIVIA CONTEST MOVED
UP A MONTH
To enable us to announce a
winner at WISCOPEX '02 , which
is in March, we've moved the
timing of the annual contest up a month.
Contest rules and questions will appear in the
January issue of ATFP. Plan, therefore , to
reserve a January or February club meeting
date to join in on the fun! (Answers will be due
by February 28.) Win a nice assortment of
philatelic items suitable for use as door prizes
or auction lots .

Monroe Stamp Club
Organizing
An organizational meeting for a stamp club
in Monroe, WI, will be held at 7 p.m. on
Tuesday, November 13, at the Monroe
Public Library. All interested stamp
collectors are invited .
For further information, contact: Dwane
Kaplenk, P.O. Box 2301, Rockford, IL
61131, phone 815-398-0813,
rockaires@xta.com.

Show Calendar and Registry
List your show, bourse, auction or event

~

FREE for WFSC member-club shows non-members and all other events

classified rates for

Nov. 17 & Dec. 15

February 16, 2002

February 17, 2002

March 9-10, 2002

STAMP AND COIN FAIR (bourse)
Wisconsin Valley Philatelic Society
Saturday IO a.m. - 4 p.m.
Cedar Creek Outlet Mall, IO IO I Market
Rd., Rothschild (Exit 185 Business 51
Rothschild) (Contact: Jim Johnson,
715-359-4326) (3/02)

43rd Annual Exhibition and Bourse
Janesville Stamp Club
Craig Center, 4-H fairgrounds, Janesville
(Contact: Valerie Cook, 1604 So. Crosby,
Janesville, WI 53546 - 608-754-6497)

CENWISPEX '02
Central Wisconsin Stamp Club
Elks Club, 1132 Clark St., Stevens Point
(Contact: J.D. Manville, P.O. Box 845,
Stevens Point, WI 54481 715-341-1111, jadeco@g2a.net)

WISCOPEX '02
hosted by Rockford Stamp Club
forest Hills Lodge, 9500 forest Hills
Rd., Rockford, IL (Contact: Dwane
Kaplenk, P.O. Box 230 I, Rockford, IL
61131-815-398-0813, rockaires@ xta.com)

March 23, 2002

April 6, 2002

April 13, 2002

April 20, 2002

BAYPEX '02
Green Bay Philatelic Society
Ramada Inn Green Bay, 2750 Ramada
Way, Green Bay (Contact Gordy Lindner,
1002 Amerly Tr., Green Bay, WI 54311
- 920-465-6692)

DANEPEX '02
Badger Stamp Club
Madison Turners Hall, 3001 So.
Stoughton Rd., Madison (Contact: John
Pare, 7834 E. Oakbrook Cir., Madison,
WI 53717 - 608-829-2988;
msjpsp@chorus.net)

OUTAPEX '02
Outagamie Philatelic Society
Columbus Club, 253 I N. Richmond St.,
Appleton (Contact: Al Marcus,
P.O. Box II , Appleton, WI 54912)

SHEBOYGAN STAMP & COIN SHOW
Sheboygan Stamp Club
Sheboygan Armory, 516 Broughton Dr.,
Sheboygan (Contact: Edwin Rautmann,
P.O. Box 907, Sheboygan, WI 53082 920-452-0054, keppert@bytehead.com)

June 15-16, 2002
21st ANNUAL SHOW
Northwoods Stamp and Coin Club
James Williams Junior High School
915 Acacia Ln., Rhinelander
Sat. IO a.m.-5 p.m.; Sun. IO a.m.-4 p.m.
(Contact: Larry Marten, 3295 Hancock Lake
Rd., Harshaw, WI 54529 - 715-282-5636)

WISCOPEX '02 - Call
for Exhibits
Request a copy of the prospectus and exhibit entry form by
writing to : Tim Wait, 171 8
Northrock Ct. , Rockford , IL
61103 . Include an SASE. Entry
deadline: February 1, 2002.
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ACROSS THE FENCE POST is the official publicauon
of the Wisconsin Federation of Stamp Clubs, Inc ., a
50l(c)(3) non-profit organization and life member of the
APS since 1953. For WFSC membership information, contact
the Central Office.
ATFP is published monthly Sept.-Apr.; bimonthly May-Aug. News
of Wisconsin collectors, club news and gratis original articles related
to philately are welcomed. The editor accepts submissions in any
format , but reserves the right to make minor editing changes to
conform with our style sheet. Material not carrying an individual
copyright notice may be reproduced only by not-for-profit organizations , provided the author(s) and publication receive credit for any
reprinted material. Unless explicitly stated by an officer in conjunction
with official WFSC business, opinions expressed by individual authors are
not necessarily endorsed by the WFSC.
Submission deadlines are for the month preceding month of
publication as follows: advertising-1s t of the month; editorial
matter-5th of the month. Send editorial matter and stamp show
calendar and cover listings to: Karen Weigt, Editor, ATFP, 4184 Rose
Ct., Middleton, WI 53562 - phone 608-836-1509 [karenweigt@cs.com].
Send ads to: Jim and Renee Seiler, Advertising Managers , ATFP, P.O.
Box 247, Reedsville, WI 54230 - phone 920-772-4297
[jcseiler@webtv .net] . For a complete list of advertising rates and policies
(display, classified and listings), see the July-August 2000 issue of ATFP,
or request a copy from the advertising managers.

Club News
WISCONSIN EXHIBITORS AT
MILCOPEX
MILCOPEX '01 , sponsored by the Milwaukee
Philatelic Society, was held September 14-16 at
State Fair Park in West Allis. Despite the lack
of airline transportation due to the terrorist
attack of September 11, dealers and judges
were able to make it to the show . Unfortunately, though , the planned meeting of the Eire
Philatelic Association had to be canceled.
Congratulations to Wisconsin exhibitors
who won the following awards at this nationallevel show :

Open Competition
Gold - Ireland: The Overprinted Stamps of
Great Britain 1922-1935, by James Maher
•
•
•
•

Reserve Grand A ward
Eire Philatelic Association Medal
Best Irish Multi-Frame Exhibit
APS 1900-1940 Medal of Excellence
Gold - Man Beneath the Sea, by Roland Essig
• AT A Gold Medal
• American Philatelic Congress A ward
Vermeil - The Donkey in Man's World, by
Robert J . Mather
Silver - Argentina Ship Mail, by Lawrence
Soley
Silver - The Postal History of American Forces
in Bermuda, by John Pare
Silver-Bronze - Taylor County Post Offices:
The Log Cabin County, by Frank Moertl
Bronze - Philately and Color - An Overview,
by Patricia Loehr
Bronze - British Z.Ululand, by Gary Zink

Austria
Switzerland
Liechtenstein
Canada
Baltic & Former Soviet
Union Countries

The Milwaukee Philatelic Society is offering its
limited remaining supply of Bureau of Engraving and Printing souvenir cards specially
produced for MILCOPEX '01 banquet attendees. The vignette features President John F.
Kennedy .

Youth
Vermeil - Horses Around the World, by
Danielle Henak
• NA YSEC Youth Grand Award
• JPA Blue Ribbon and H.E. Harris Award
• ATA Youth Award
• AAPE Award of Honor
Silver - Puma Concolor, by Sara Henak
Silver-Bronze - Conservation, by Jesse
Robinson

Bronze - Dinosaur Stamp and Covers of the
World, by Elliott Zink
Bronze - Chinese New Year, by Tessa Yahr

A set of three show covers saluting Irish
philately also are available .
For mail-order details , contact: MPS , P.O .
Box 1980, Milwaukee, WI 53201-1980 .

WAUSAPEX EXHIBIT WINNINGS
On September 29, the Wisconsin Valley
Philatelic Society sponsored WA USAPEx 200 I.
Eight exhibits were judged by People's Choice
ballots with the following results :

Lombardi First-Day
Program Offer

1st - A Friendship is Formed from "Down
Under, " by Linda Schultz

Write an
article for
ATFP; get a
free program.

2nd - Early Postmaster Cancels of Wausau, by
by Wm . Grosnick Sr.

3rd - Airplane Cancels, by Paul Nelson
Melanie Tlusty, WVPS youth member, won
the award for the most popular exhibit. Her
exhibit is titled Horses Appearing on U.S.

Commemorative Stamps, 1893-2000.

,.
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DAVID ALDRICH
STAMPS

MILCOPEX '01 BEP CARD, COVER

Single-Frame Competition
Vermeil - Uses of the 1940 Bermuda Halfpenny Provisional Stamp, by John Pare

Please Patronize our
ATFP Advertisers!

Offer good until August 31, 2002, or
until program supply is exhausted.
See details published in the September
and October 2001 ATFP issues or contact:
Karen Weigt, Editor, ATFP, 4184 Rose
Ct., Middleton, WI 53562-4339;
karenweigt@cs.com .

Own a FULL-COLOR tribute to the men
and women serving our country
The WaUSApex 2001 Cachet
Wisconsin Valley Philatelic SoclttyA· WaUSApex St.ttioo
}
•

1

•
,

W2us1u, W1 54403

September 19, 2001 }• . . -.. ., ..,, ~ .. .

First & Third Sunday of the Month - at
Sokol-Tabor Hall, 6630 W. 16th St.
Berwyn, IL
Honoring those who served.

P.O. Box 513
Arlington Heights, IL 60006
847-253-0085

Order from: Wisconsin Valley Philatelic Society, P.O. Box 71, Wausau, WI 54402
Price: $ I each plus SASE
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By WFSC VP Youth Division Ma,yAnn Bowman
P.O. Box 1451. Waukesha, WI 53187

Joining with Juniors
Stamp Collecting: Your Passport to
the World
October was National Stamp Collecting Month.
The theme this year was "Stamp Collecting:
Your Passport to the World . " The September
issue of ATFP carried my article on how to
create a philatelic magic carpet ride. This youth
activity wou ld appropriately complement the
NSCM theme as well as make a nice display
for a school or library setting. Here are a few
more ideas that leaders can use to carry through
on the NSCM theme.
Create another display by using a costumed
paper doll. The Evan-Moor Corp. (publisher of
educational materials) has a reproducible book
titled "Children Around the World." It was
published in 1992 and may still be available at
teacher supply stores.
Each of the costumed boy and girl dolls
presented in the book have a top and bottom
dressed body. Children color the dolls, cut
them out, and assemble them. The mid-section
of the doll's body is supposed to be lined paper
upon which text. such as a country report, is
written. Plain paper can be substituted with
stamps representing the country of the ethnic
doll mounted on the paper. These dolls also
serve as a fun-filled educational tool for the
younger stamp collector.
Create your own album pages to complement the foreign stamps you have available for
the children. Today's technology makes it
easier than ever to produce computer-generated
pages. In addition to titling the page, computer
graphics allow you to insert maps, flags, and
other symbols representative of the country .
Those without access to computer graphics may
wish to substitute inexpensive stickers available
at many variety stores . I have found stickers
depicting flags of the world. My favorite
stickers show ethnic children saying "hello" in
their native tongues. Reproduce these album
pages from your master copy and you are on
your way to sharing the world through foreign
stamps with your young collecting friends.
Flash cards? Create flash cards to aid young
collectors in country identification. On one side
of the card, write the country name as it
appears on stamps. The other side of the card
should have the English equivalent.
The cards can be used in many ways. They
can be used for independent instruction or selfstudy . Try using the cards in a large group
activity such as the popular flash card "Around
the World" game. In this activity, one student
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starts by standing next to another student. Upon
seeing the card, the students try to be the first
to correctly identify the country name. The first
correct answerer moves on to challenge the next
person . The object of the game is for a student
to so successfully identify each country name
that he or she makes it around the comp lete
group of challengers. This activity is sure to
generate a little noise as kids usually get so
involved in the game that they shout out the
answers in their excitement.

Bv Kirk Becker, Green Bay Philatelic Society

A Review of the KrauseMinkus Standard Catalog of
Great Britain Stamps
Edited by Hau rice D. Wozniak. pp. 472. issued 200 I.

....... ~ ''GREAT BRITAIN
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STAMPS
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Stamp catalogs have
long been used by
collectors to identify , organize, and
price their collections . This new
entry into the field
which covers the

stamps of Great
Britain, Northern
Ireland , Scotland,
Wales, Alderney,
Guernsey , Jersey, and the Isle of Man deserves
some consideration.
In keeping with other volumes in the series,
the volume is a 6-by-9-inch, soft-cover book
with a glue-back binding. Its size makes it easy
to hold in the hand for casual browsing but
poses some difficulty should the collector want
it to remain open when placed on a flat surface.
Print quality is generally good, though some of
the illustrations could be a bit sharper.
Entries are organized and numbered in
Minkus fashion by date of issue regardless of
type of stamp: definitives, commemoratives.
semipostals. officials, and postage dues are
intermixed . Unfortunately, the date of issue for
each entry only contains the year of issue.
Without the month and day, it is not possible to
use this catalog to identify a first-day cover.
The entries are all illustrated, including all
members of se-tenant issues . This is a very
nice feature for the catalog browser. Some of
the illustrations for early issues, however, are
of canceled stamps which interferes with
design identification .

I have also used the cards in a paired
activity of tic-tac-toe. A game board is made on
a piece of paper. The cards are placed in a pile
with the foreign name side of the card facing
up . The first player must correctly identify the
country name before placing his "X" on the
game board. (The cards are self-checking players can tum them over to see the correct
answer.) The second player must identify the
next country's card and if correct, place his
"O. " An incorrect answer is a lost turn .
Do you have any favorite activities involving foreign stamps that you use with begiru1ing
stamp collectors? If so, I would like to hear
about them. Please write to me at the address
shown above. ■

The entries themselves are formatted by
listing the year of issue, title. type of stamp,
perforation, and watermark. This is followed
by the illustration and then completed by listing
number , denomination, color, mint price , and
used price . As the entries are closely spaced ,
there is some visual confusion identifying
where an entry starts and ends. A better
arrangement might be to start with the illustration and have all text relating to the issue
appear beneath.
Major color, perforation, and watermark
variants are listed. Booklet panes are also
listed . Prestige booklets, a popular collecting
area, however, do not appear in the catalog .
There are also no individual listings for
individual plate numbers for early issues. In
addition, there is also no indication that setenant issues are in fact se-tenant issues, let
alone whether they were issued in blocks,
strips, or panes . This is unfortunate for
anyone hoping to use the catalog to lay out an
album page.
As an aside, the system used in this catalog
for identifying watermarks is simply and
wonderfully elegant. Each watermark is clearly
illustrated in conjunction with the issue in
which it was first used . The watermark
number is the same as the number of that
issue. This makes it incredibly quick and easy
to locate any watermark. Other catalog makers
would do very well to adopt this method of
organizing watermarks.
Pricing in catalogs is always a hit-and-miss
affair. A stamp tends to be worth what it will
cost to purchase it from another collector or
dealer. There is no indication in the catalog of
how prices were established, i.e., which
dealers or price lists were consulted . As such,
they may not be a particularly usefu l guide
except where relative value is considered.
(continued on p. 5)

Across the Fence Post

By Hank Schmidt. P.O. Box 3153.
Oshkosh. WI 54903-3153 (e-mail
artcov@vbe.com/. Mbr.. Oshkosh
Philatelic Society

Have you ever tried mailing your first-day
covers for servicing only to be disappointed
with the results? Perhaps the information given
below and in succeeding installments can
decrease the frustration of your next attempt.
First, I advise not taking your covers to the
first-day ceremony for cancellation. If you send
your covers through the mail, they will most
likely be canceled at the Stamp Fulfillment
Services facility in Kansas City. Their staff is
highly experienced in applying cancels and will
give you creditable results.
I would only take items of a souvenir
nature , e.g., programs, maximum cards,
photographs, currency, etc ., to the first-day
ceremony site. You might attempt to apply your
own cancels by asking the postal staff at the
first-day site if you may do so. If granted this
privilege, the canceling must be done in the
presence of a postal worker.
Always plan your first-day covers well in
advance of the actual date of the first day of
issue. Have your cachets printed well in
advance. If you intend to do hand-drawn
cachets, it is best to apply the artwork after the
covers have been canceled.
I recommend using No . 6¼ envelopes of
good quality stock (25 percent or more rag
content) for your covers. Although not absolutely
required, do insert a card-like stiffener that will
fill out the envelope. The stiffener should have
the thickness of a postal card. My advice is that
covers should never be without stiffeners. Their
original shape will be better protected.
A postal regulation requires that all covers
must be addressed. I use white Avery multipurpose removable labels, size 1 inch by 3
inches, catalog No. Sl648. They are easily
removed and don 't stain your covers . The labels
also can be cut for use in addressing several
covers. I've had poor results using removable
labels purchased from philatelic suppliers.
I usually have a supply of address labels
that the DAV and like organizations send me
several times a year. Applying these printed
labels to the removable labels can save time and

quarters of an inch from the bottom and righthand edges .
Purchase the required stamps at your local
post office shortly after the first-day date and
affix them to the upper right corner of the
cover, one-fourth of an inch from the top and
right side edges. For combo covers, you can
usually get away with applying the stamps
closer to the edges, but leave at least a oneeighth-inch border.
Send your covers to the first-day post office
in a heavy-duty No. 10 or larger outer envelope. Address the envelope as in the example
for the Amish Quilts issue shown below:

FIRST DAY CANCELS AMISH QUILTS STAMPS
CUSTOMER AFFIXED ENVELOPES
C/O POSTMASTER
NAPPANEE IN 46550-9998
I mark the outer envelope with "Do Not Bend ."
I additionally have a clerk at my local post
office hand-cancel the franking . This avoids
any possible damage to the package that the
canceling machine might inflict. Another
stiffener that fills out the No . 10 envelope is
also recommended .
I further recommend not putting more than
15 to 20 covers in each No. 10 envelope. If you
have more than 20 covers that need canceling,
they will have to be mailed in several groups.
Keep in mind that the Postal Service will only
cancel a maximum of 50 covers for one person
without a service charge.
I also include a SASE with sufficient
return postage applied. The Postal Service is
not obligated to use this SASE, but so far
they have obliged me with its use . Always

will leach through the removable labels and
stain your covers.
The address label must be applied to the
lower right corner of the cover, but about threeAcross the Fence Post

Book Review
continued from p. 4
In conclusion, this catalog of the stamps of
Great Britain is a decent general reference for
the casual collector and is a nice volume for the
browser who happens to be using a Minkus
album . If you're looking for a detailed catalog
that will help you order stamps from dealers,
however, this may not be the volume you're
looking for.
The Krause-Minkus Standard Catalog of
Great Britain Stamps is available from major
bookstores or directly from Krause Publications, Book Department PRO!, P.O . Box 5009,
Iola, WI 54945-5009. When ordering from
Krause, remit $23.95 plus $4 for shipping
(Wisconsin residents, add 5.5 percent sales tax ;
sales tax requirements of various percentages
also apply to several other states.) Charge-card
customers can order by calling 800-258-0929,
Department PRO!. The catalog additionally can
be ordered through the Krause Publications
Web site at www.krausebooks.com . ■

From Mary Ellen Daniel. Milwaukee Philatelic Society

Stiffener Cards
Mary Ellen sent copies of these
stiffener cards found in some
old covers . She notes that
sometimes the stiffeners are as
interesting as the covers
themselves .
The Gimbels card is reminiscent of the era when the

Because you don't want your cover
ALL WRINKLED UP LIKE A PRUNE ...

GJMBELS Intelligent
Stamp Department
HAS ENCLOSED THIS CARD
Ju1t ■ little tervice we)
( thought you 111.igh1 like

Don't Fail to Visit
THE CHICAGO HOBBY-COLLECTORS' EXPOSITION
Ste.-.u Hotel (Expoaltion Hall) Cbiea10, Illinois

writer's cramp. Please do not use a rubber
stamp for addressing, be it self-inking or the
kind that requires an ink pad. This type of ink

mark the SASE with "Do Not Bend " and
" Hand Cancel."
Please remember that you have only 30 days
to obtain first-day cancels, but don't wait until
the last minute. Allow a margin of safety.
Also, when your covers are returned , immediately remove that peelable label. This will
further protect the covers from any possibility
of label staining.
No, I have not said it all. There will be two
more installments on this subject. ■
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department store chain catered
to stamp collectors. Do you
remember those days?
The other card advertises a
1936 collectors ' exposition in
Chicago, IL. It included judged
stamp exhibits with a frame
rental fee of just $ I per fram e.
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By ATFP Editor Karen Weigt with comments from Mike Lybarger. Badger Stamp Club

U~S~ REVEl'IUES _.
What Inquiring Minds Might Want to Know: Part 3

Take , for instance , our current tax on
alcohol and tobacco . This "excise" tax used
to be collected through proprietary revenue
stamps. I suspect that silver tax stamps , a
type of documentary revenue, represented our
current capital gains tax.
Taxation in general

Parts 1 and 2 appeared in the September and
October 2001 issues of Across the Fence
Post. Part 1 includes an explanation for the
Q-&-A format.
History of taxation in the United States

The British government had imposed
taxes on the colonies. Some of the colonies
imposed taxes on their citizens as well. When
the United States claimed its independence,
money to run the government had primarily
come from tariffs on imported goods and
from the sale of public lands . An income tax,
however, was imposed in 1861 to help
finance the Civil War.
Q: What was the law that introduced an
income tax in the United States?
A: Mike replied that the income tax was a
part of the tax law approved on August 5,
1861. The entire measure was considered as
temporary because the Civil War was thought
to be brief.
I found that the 1861 income tax law was
rather limited and in the form of a direct tax
of $20 million apportioned among the states.
Each state was responsible for collection.
More federal taxation was instituted in
1862. The Revenue Act of 1862, signed into
law by President Abraham Lincoln, expanded
the income tax. Additionally, many goods
and services were taxed, and documents of all
kinds had to bear revenue stamps.
As for the income tax, the rate levied on
individuals was three percent per annum on
incomes between $600 and $10,000. Above
$10,000, the tax rose to five per cent. This
was considered a "progressive" or "abilityto-pay" tax. To put it in perspective, in 1862,
the average rent on a six-room house in
Maryland was $10 a month. Income tax rates
were increased in 1864 and then began to
decrease in I 866.
To facilitate the collection of taxes, the
precursor of the Internal Revenue Service
was born . Salmon P. Chase, secretary of the
treasury , appointed George S. Boutwell as
the first commissioner of internal revenue.
Chase's portrait appears on the $1,000
denomination of various revenue stamps
issued from 1940 to 1958 .
Q: Was our nation's first income tax ever
repealed after the Civil War?

6

Seo/I R535 - Salmon P. Chase,
secretary of the treasury, on the series
1949 $1,()(X) documentary stamp (from
the collection of Gregg Greenwald)
A: Mike said the tax was permitted to lapse
in 1872, along with many other elements of
Lincoln's Civil War fiscal measures. He added
that the tax likely was thought to be unconstitutional for a good deal of post-Civil War
America. Furthermore , Congress did not
consider for the most part the people of the
United States as "cash cows."
Q: Tax on individual incomes had been
collected throughout the years 1862-72. Why
then was the 16th Amendment to the Constitution (ratified in 1913) needed to establish the
legality of a federally imposed income tax?
A: According to Mike, in the 1890s, the
Populist Party attempted to revive the income
tax, but the U.S. Supreme Court declared it
unconstitutional. This was a reversal of an
earlier decision that validated the Civil War
taxes on dividends, real estate, inheritances,
and income.
The matter of an income tax reappeared in
the election of 1912, when it was part of both
the Democratic and Progressive Party platforms . This prompted the passing of the 16th
Amendment.
OK, I know I've strayed from stamps, but
the history of revenue stamps is eminently tied
to the tax act that also led to the origin of our
annual 1040 forms. Furthermore, although
revenue stamp use is no longer prevalent, the
practice of collecting the taxes they represented
inherently remains. The tax is either a part of
income reported on our 1040s and its multitude
of schedules, or has taken on another label.

All governments - local, state and
federal - need funds to provide services to
their citizens, and those funds mainly come
from fees and taxes. Beyond a need for funds
are underlying reasons for the choices of
what is taxed and how the tax is collected.
A case in point is today 's high rate of
taxation on tobacco products, partially
implemented to alter behavior. Various
income tax rates and deductions can be
defined as social engineering. An example is
the recently debated so-called marriage
penalty tax. To stimulate the economy,
Congress agreed to issue rebate checks in
conjunction with the 2001 income tax rate
reduction package.
Some taxes are imposed as a matter of
political power and ideology, and yet others
as a means of law enforcement.
Wisconsin's drug tax stamp law falls into
the law enforcement category. The 1990 law
required dealers of cocaine, marijuana , LSD
or hallucinogenic mushrooms to buy stamps
from the state Department of Revenue and
display them on their drugs . It's obvious that
compliance with the law would expose illegal
activity to government agents. The law was
repealed in 1997 when the Wisconsin Supreme Court declared it unconstitutional.
Another aid to law enforcement is the
current federal tax associated with certain
classes of firearms. Depending on the type of
firearm, payment of this tax is represented by
either a $5 or a $200 firearms transfer
revenue stamp.
Revenue stamp collector Gregg
Greenwald of Marshfield, WI, explained that
the tax was initiated in 1934 to help combat
the organized crime that had developed
during the Prohibition era. The meat of the
legislation requires that anyone who makes or
owns a firearm defined as a short or sawedoff shotgun or rifle, a machine gun, or a
"destructive device" (bomb, flame-thrower ,
etc.) must ensure that the item is registered
with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms. Registration, of course, is taxed ,
with proof of payment in the form of a
firearms transfer stamp affixed to the registration form.
While at STAMPSHOW in Chicago this
past August, I bought a $200 firearms
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transfer stamp on document. The document
shows that John Doe of Fort Wayne, IN ,
wished to take possession of a machine gun
purchased from a local gun shop . To accomplish the transfer, the seller had to provide
the appropriate paperwork and tax payment to
the BATF.
One side of the BA TF form includes
Doe's full name and address plus a detailed
description of the firearm and its serial
number. The reverse side includes Doe's
photo and the reason why he wants the
machine gun. In the space provided, he
wrote , "add to personal collection ." He then
signed a preprinted statement that possession
of the weapon wouldn't place him in violation of any laws. The form was also signed
by the chief of the Fort Wayne Police
Department to certify that Doe's possession
of the machine gun does not violate any state
or local law. It further affirms that there's
no evidence Doe might use the gun for any
unlawful purpose.
Two copies of the form, a set of Mr.
Doe's fingerprints and $200 were submitted
to the National Firearms Act Branch of the
BATF, in Washington, DC. Upon approval
of the machine gun transfer from the seller to
Mr. Doe, the original copy of the registration
form was signed by a BATF examiner. The
same examiner affixed the firearms transfer
stamp to the form and canceled it with his
initials and date of approval. In this instance,
the date was June 27, 1983, a little over three
months after it had been received at the
BATF office.
The signed form was returned to the
seller who then turned it and the machine
gun over to Mr. Doe. Today, Mr. Doe
would not have gotten his gun because as of
May 19, 1986, the law was changed to
forbid the transfer of this type of firearm to
any individual.
In discussing this document with Mike
Lybarger, he referred to the incident in 1992
when Randy Weaver's cabin at Ruby Ridge,
ID, was stormed by ATF agents, killing
Weaver's wife and son . Weaver's principal
crime occurred when he cut off the barrels of
a couple of shotguns. This classified him as a
"maker" of weapons that had not been
properly registered with the BATF.
Revenue stamps and postage stamp
collecting
U.S. revenue stamps are not a product of
the Post Office Department nor its successor,
the U.S. Postal Service. Their basic purpose,
nevertheless , is akin to that of a postage
stamp: a proof of payment of a fee or
service . And since revenue stamps predate
Across the Fence Post

The Only Two Categories of U.S. Revenue
Stamps Still in Use

firearms transfer stamp

try. Revenue collected from duck stamp sales
goes toward maintenance of wetland habitats.
My recent study of revenue stamps
produced a profound respect for this specialty. I found the topic to be most intriguing .
It provided a wealth of information associated
with our nation's history; a peek into products, services and lifestyles of the past; and a
revelation in the field of taxation .
Revenue stamps on document show the
stories of the ordinary rather than extraordinary people depicted on postage stamps . I
find it interesting to contemplate how Mr.
Doe's machine gun registration form got into
the hands of a stamp dealer. Since taxes are
tied to almost every aspect of our lives , I find
it interesting to study tax laws and reasons
for the laws.
As mentioned in Part 1, this series is a
prelude to Gregg Greenwald's article on U.S.
first-issue revenue stamps that will appear in
the January and February 2002 issues of
ATFP. Gregg's article addresses the varieties
available for the specialist collector of this set
which contains some of our country 's most
beautiful stamps. ■
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By MaryAnn Bowman
Waukesha County Philatelic Society

A Tribute to America - A Mini-Exhibit
Contest for WFSC Adult Members
The recent disasters of September 11, 2001, are
on the minds of people everywhere. The cruel,
senseless deliberate acts of terrorism have
changed the peaceful
world we have come to
know. Yet out of these
tragedies, the people of
the United States have
united in numerous ways.
We have come together in
support of our president,
gi ven blood, donated
monies, volunteered time,
and demonstrated our
pride in this country with
acts of patriotism.
The terrorists may
have rocked the foundation of our
country and the walls of the World
Trade Center may have
come tumbling down , but I
am confident that our spirit
will prevail and democracy
and freedom will reign over
the world so children of the
future can live in peace and
happiness.
During these trying
times, the news coverage
has been continuous . But
interestingly, out of this
scene of despair and sadness
for the events that occurred,
there were human interest stories
of hope, inspiration, friendships,
and heroes .
And, I noticed that I had turned

The rules are simple: Prepare a mini-exhibit
of from one to four pages on some aspect of our
country: its states, people, geography, symbols,
historic events, culture, etc. Each entry must
have an appropriate title. Other description is
encouraged and should support research related
to the topic. Submit a photocopy of the exhibit;
colored photocopies are preferred.
The subject can be general (e.g ., presidents
of the United States), or specific (e.g., the
telling of the life and accomplishments of one
particular president). The exhibit can be
creative, such as using red and blue stamps to
create a flag design. Some may want to try
using stamps to illustrate the words of a
favorite patriotic
melody .
The purpose
of this exhibit is
to show the pride
and patriotism
philatelists have
for our country. I
will approach the
WFSC Executive
Board about the
possibility of
displaying some
of the contest
entries at
WISCOPEX '02 .
Possibly our
editor may want to
publish some of the
entries in ATFP.
Entries will be
judged on
originality,
neatness, balance
of material, write-up,
eye appeal, condition of
material, and appropriateness of material with
regard to how it fits the
topic and relates to the story
being told . All contest entries
must be postmarked by January 31, 2002.
I have decided to personally donate a $50

25us~

dJ~

to working with stamps as a source of comfort
and relaxation during that difficult period
immediately following the attacks. Our hobby
provides an important source of knowledge of
our world's geography and its history something more Americans could certainly use .
This got me to thinking about an American
Topical Association contest that had been
recently announced for youth . Why not, I said,
promote a similar contest for the adult members of the WFSC .
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savings bond to the winner (providing there are
a minimum of 10 entries) and there possibly
may be other philatelic prizes . If sufficient
entries arrive, prizes may be awarded in
different categories . Entries published in ATFP
will receive a Lombardi first-day program .
Individuals may prepare more than one
entry . Clubs may decide to work on this project
at a club meeting.
Submit entries to : MaryAnn Bowman, P.O .
Box 1451, Waukesha, WI 53187. ■

From Green Bay Philatelic Society

VIDEO PROGRAM REVIEW
Title: Pennsylvania Post Office Murals of
the 1930s and '40s
Source and format: American Philatelic
Research Library (APS) - Slides
Reviewer description: Program shows
Depression-era public art (murals)
supported by the New Deal program ,
Section of Fine Arts, U.S. Treasury
Dept. Slides provide name and photo of
post office, mural and muralist 's name .
Ratings - J to JO (10 = excellent)
and comments
• Visual quality - 8
• Quality of materials shown - 8
• Topic coverage - 10
• Clarity of presentation - 10 (Female
narrator spoke very clearly - professionally done.)
Other comments: First philatelic slide
show seen that did not include a single
image of a stamp. The producer's (Dale
Ferguson) research (done for a master's
degree) resulted in monies being made
available for preservation of murals.

Space for your reduced
business card ad here
Just send your card - we'll handle
the reduction details (2 1/4" x 11/4'')
$2.50 per insertion (commercial)
$2.00 per insertion (WFSC club discount rate)

Stamps - Covers - Postcards ·
Want Lists Welcomed
Specializing in U.S.
DAVE'S
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STAMPS

(

P.O. Box 11:z:z
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54495·11:Z:Z
Dave Carney, APS, WPHS
715-424-8339

email:
dcarney@charter.net

JADECO Stamp & Hobby
J.D. Manville• Games People Play
833 Clark Street • P.O. Box 845
Stevens Point. WI 54481

(715) 341 -5555 Store
(715) 341-1111 Home
(715) 498-1111 Cell
jadeco@g2a.net

Jteo.ee·s
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Jim & Renee Seiler
P.O. Box 247
Reedsville, WI 54230-0247
Ph (920) 772-4297
e-mail reneestamp@webtv.net
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